to the seventh issue of The ICVWW Newsletter!
So that’s 2018 put to bed. And as we prepare to do it all again,
how are everyone’s resolutions going? Thought so. But after a
challenging seminar with Dr Lizzie Ludlow (we call her ‘lovely’
Lizzie behind her back) we’ve found some sound academic
reasons to be nice to each other. So next time the emails are
raging and an extra person is copied in to each response …
Speaking of disagreements, attentive readers may remember an
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exchange between ICVWW and the City University of New York a couple of years ago, about
what exactly constitutes rain. In our Being Human film you will notice a persistent tapping
sound and a number of shiny umbrellas. So yes we possess these items in Britain, just a
shame we get so little chance to show them off. Our first interview of 2019 is with Braddon
expert Dr Janine Hatter, collaborator on another of our Being Human extravaganzas, when
we put Lady Audley on trial back in 2016. We look forward to reading her new essay
collection. Having done that already, all she personally wants to do now is smell it.
Meanwhile Elizabeth Waterman-Scrase is lured out of our Creative and Professional Writing
degree to tell us about Kent’s Rumbucket Lane, which she has invented just for us. Laura
Allen on the contrary is telling the truth about the most exciting ICVWW book
swap discovered yet.
Books—thank goodness we come back to them. Carla Danella brings us as much up to date
as we’re ready to get, with a word on modernist writer Christopher St John (Christabel
Marshall). Although she was actually a Victorian first—we’re just being nice.
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Co-founded by Professors Carolyn Oulton and Adrienne Gavin,
The International Centre for Victorian Women Writers aims to
spearhead new and innovative research in the area of Victorian
women’s writing, providing an international focus for scholars.
We are involved in research projects, and regularly organise
conferences, exhibitions, and public lectures in conjunction with
our research.

Pedal on to discover more!

6 November 2018, Canterbury Christ Church University
2018 felt like a year for contemplation, and Dr Lizzie Ludlow of Anglia Ruskin gave
us still more to think about with her paper on ‘Prayer, Transfiguration, and the Body in
Victorian Women’s Writing’. Connecting the work of Anna Jameson, Adelaide Anne
Procter, Christina Rossetti and Harriet Beecher Stowe, the paper ranged across resonant
themes from ‘ordinary saints’ to redemption and hope in unexpected contexts.
Revisiting some of the poems, particular lines from Rossetti seem to burn on the page:
One cried: ‘O blessed she who no more pain,
Who no more disappointment shall receive.’-One answered: ‘Not so: she must live again;
Strengthen thou her to live.’

Dr Lizzie Ludlow speaks at CCCU

Taken together, these writers speak to us about resilience and the power to endure. Crucially Ludlow also showed us how the
obvious binaries—mother/fallen woman, saint/sinner—are nuanced and overlaid with motifs of understanding, forgiveness and the
patient love we find in our closest relationships. In a particularly moving encounter between women, Procter’s convent child returns
from self-imposed exile to find that her absence has been “covered” by Mary herself. The poem reminds us that in Christian
theology, “still our place is kept, and it will wait / Ready for us to fill it, soon or late,” so that in turn “We always may be what we
might have been.” Writing up this seminar as a fully paid-up Christian talking to all faiths and none, it seemed important to find a
message we could share. Thinking about it on the last day of the old year, that aim has proved much simpler than expected.

16-24 November 2018
“I am the matron” insists our mob-capped research librarian, before declaring
us all fit for incarceration and handing out lists of appropriate Victorian slang.
It can only be the Being Human Festival. Thanks to the wonderful
Bruce Partleton, you can enjoy this and other priceless moments basically on
repeat. Watch our video Canterbury Tales: from the City to the Sea. Just don’t
blame us when you can’t get “The Hanging Tree” out of your head!
Holding Being Human in November is an inspiration in itself. The days are
shorter, the working hours aren’t, and frankly we all need a bit of cheering up.
Which is why we began by debating the future of the Humanities and called
it “The Beginning of the End?” Laudable confidence or sheer folly, but if you
can’t ask difficult questions in a cathedral archive, where can you? And here’s

one for the scientists—one panellist offered a formal
apology to everyone who’d tried to teach her anything at
all in the 1980s, but it was a Year 8 student who came out
wanting to read 1884 classic Flatland (a children’s novel
based on maths and spatial reasoning). Having given out
a few of our own books as prizes (don’t pretend you’ve
never done this), our next event involved a historic walk
through the rain, a song about hanging, and a tune on the
hurdy gurdy—in a prison (open to us before it is soon to
be converted). You really will need to watch our film to
see how well it worked.
Then it was down to Folkestone, where local sixth form
student Maddie Pettit had curated an exhibition on the Belgian refugee presence in WW1. Up on the Leas we’d persuaded boys
from the Harvey Grammar School to help us rethink the links between suffrage, peer pressure and gender by taking part in an
immersive drama. Set in 1918, CCCU student Leah Hockley’s First of the Feathers: Soldiers and Suffragettes tells the story of
a suffragette who has fought for women’s rights while invoking some uncomfortable debates on eugenics—in between handing out
white feathers to young men.
This was difficult enough for the audience, but the participants should speak for themselves. One of the soldiers talking about the
“civvies”: “By the end we’d forgotten we were acting. We were genuinely angry with each other.” The suffragette: “I told them to
heckle me. I’m a professional and older than them. I had all the power. But in that situation, I still felt vulnerable.”
Sam Hewett played a policeman caught in the middle and told us what it was like to stage an event like this “without much rehearsal
at all.” 100 years on “Many of the group, including myself, didn’t know much about what had happened in the time period that we
were performing.” It was debating the issues in a pre-performance workshop that “helped me understand what the people being
marked at the time really must have felt—a mixture of anger and humiliation.” More from Sam in our guest post, “First of the
Feathers,” which you can read on our facebook page.
The end of the week saw us in Margate, thinking about Victorian boredom and its obvious solution: call yourself “Lord” George
Sanger and start a Hall by the Sea. Stop off for some candy floss and read a little of the history here. From there it was a short step
to the Mods and Rockers—but did anyone else out there not know that Margate has the dubious honour of having inspired
Morrissey’s song “Everyday is like Sunday”? Goodness knows what he was so bored about. He should come to the next Being
Human Festival …
Special thanks to Being Human for their generous funding, and also to our research partners and supporters:
Academy FM Folkestone, Canterbury Cathedral Archives and Library, Centre for Kent History and Heritage (CCCU), Dreamland,
Dreamland Trust, Folkestone Museum, Grimalkin Gruff, Handmade Theatre, Ursula Harris and the Estates Team (prison site,
CCCU), Harvey Grammar School (Folkestone), Leah Hockley (CCCU), Media, Art and Design (CCCU), Simon Langton Boys’ Grammar
School (Canterbury), Top Voices (CCCU), and World Heritage UK.
Exciting plans are already underway for Being Human Festival 2019. We’ll see you then!

PhD student at CCCU, Laura Allen, has been digging for records of her research subject Mary Eliza
Haweis. She has made a discovery which seems equally exciting and … problematic! Laura tells us more …
Is there anything more exciting for a researcher of late Victorian literature than to uncover a connection between their writer and
the Sarah Grand—the woman who history credits with penning the term “New Woman”? Perhaps, if one was to further discover
proof that the two authors exchanged novels, which suggests that it is highly likely that Grand was reading A Flame of Fire, Haweis’
lost feminist novel!
I have been diving into the archived records of Haweis’ personal and professional life for three years now, and have discovered many
fascinating titbits. For example, Haweis (mostly remembered now for her very serious works on Chaucer and aestheticism) created
stories in which her precious pug, Pompey, plays the hero. She also carried her own “secret revolver” and wrote horoscopes! Haweis
was extremely entrepreneurial; she very rarely offered something for nothing. It is possible that she engineered the swap of her
book. Grand writes to Haweis on the 18th March 1898 to ask for a copy of her book, and although we have lost Haweis’s reply, the
next letter from Grand on the 24th of the same month sees her agreeing to trade a copy of The Heavenly Twins.
(Left) Letter from Sarah Grand. UBC Archive
“Haweis Family Fonds” 3-11. Dated 18th
March 1898. It reads: “have you a copy of
your book A Flame of Fire…I should like to
have one with an autograph”
(Right) Letter from Sarah Grand. UBC Archive
“Haweis Family Fonds” 3-11. Dated 24th
March 1898. It reads: “of course I will gladly
exchange “The Heavenly Twins” for “Flame
of Fire.” I am going to write to the publisher
of the book for a copy for you.”
(advisable to zoom to read letters)
And the only hitch in an otherwise perfect
plan which proposes that Haweis and Grand shared a much closer relationship than is currently believed by Victorian scholars?
The handwriting! Amongst fascinating remarks about the
progress women are making are nearly undecipherable
scribbles!
(Right) Letter from Sarah Grand. UBC Archive “Haweis
Family Fonds” 3-11. Dated 29th May 1899. It reads: …?
What hidden treasures of opinion or fact lurk beneath
these scrawled lines?
Only time, and patience, will reveal…

Elizabeth Waterman-Scrase shares with us the methodology and historical inspiration behind her final year
independent study in Creative and Professional Writing—The Tales of Rumbucket Lane, 1875-76
Building the World of Rumbucket Lane
Rumbucket Lane straddles the main roads between London and Canterbury, within the parish boundaries of a small town. The years
1875-76 are just before the railways reached this area; snow fall was heavy and travel difficult. A mix of run-down and new, the
lane is packed with interesting places you would rather read about than visit. Foxes Row and The Brook Inn & Coach House might
best be passed briskly, until one would reach The Royal Stag Hotel for a long lunch. A medieval church sits betwixt the town and
lane as a marker between one world and the next. Farms and fields make up its southern boundaries, trimmed with woodland and
moody sky.
Rumbucket Lane is a fictional place, entirely created so I could take a stroll through 1875-76 and write a few stories. It will be the
creative world for my Final Year Independent Study (FYIS) in Creative and Professional Writing, in which I will study how a historical
fiction writer might fill in the gaps when creating a story.
Filling in the gaps: Using historic fact, text,
images and anecdotal evidence to create
new and authentic short narratives in the
Victorian style (1875-76).
To start, there’s a lot of catching up with
reading from the period (thank you
Prof. Carolyn Oulton for the loan of
books). My pile of books grew as
research took me deeper into the late
1800s. I obtained books from the
Museum of London Archaeology about
The Rookery (central St Giles), medieval
and later urban development at High
Street, Uxbridge, and excavations at
Spitalfields Market so I could understand
how a place like Rumbucket would be
built up and lived in.

A Sketched Map of Elizabeth’s “Rumbucket Lane”

I really wanted to get into the brickwork of the place. I collected writings and history books on this period, read letters from the
1870s, books on etiquette and how to behave like a lady (that’s not rubbed off), and took up the pen to re-learn how to write like
a Victorian—oh, and cook. I have also used my prior knowledge as a historian.
My aim will be to create a first issue of the periodical, adverts and all, that would seem authentic, but entirely new.

What is your current research project?
My current research project is a co-edited collection with Dr
Nickianne Moody (Liverpool John Moores University) entitled
Fashion and Material Culture in Victorian Fiction and Periodicals,
which is coming out as the first text in the New Paths in Victorian
Popular Fiction and Culture series. The collection examines
dress, style and performance as a significant pleasure of fiction
and the volume’s multidisciplinary approach engages with
theoretical perspectives on dress history, periodical publications,
archives and dress collections to illuminate diverse facets of
Victorian life. My own contribution is on Mary Elizabeth
Braddon’s Belgravia: A London Magazine and its engagement
with fashion and sensation through its fiction, non-fiction and
material production. I argue that Braddon uses Belgravia to
highlight the constructed nature of gender and genre to defend
women’s reading of periodical literature as a fashionable
commodity in the mid-Victorian marketplace. I’m pleased to say
that the volume is close to publication; I can almost smell that
new book smell. I can’t wait to have it in my hands!
What would be your dream research project?
My dream research project comes straight after the one I’m just
finishing off. My first monograph is a single author study (very
rare indeed, which makes it a “dream” project) on Mary Elizabeth
Braddon. Informed by contemporaneous and contemporary
feminist thought, I will investigate Braddon’s multiple careers,
writing practices and creative outputs to interrogate how she
intervened in pressing political, social and cultural issues
surrounding gender, history and women’s roles in society. The
monograph will enrich our understanding of popular women
writers’ lives and literature, and aims to expand the canon to
include more diverse authors. It is part of the Key Popular Women
Writers series published by Edward Everett Root Publishers.
Critical sources you can’t live without?
I am ever grateful for the burgeoning field of Braddon studies—

Anne-Marie Beller, Jennifer Carnell, Alberto Gabriele, Pamela K.
Gilbert, Andrew King, Emma Liggins, Gabrielle Malcolm, Kate
Mattacks, Andrew Mangham, Beth Palmer, Jennifer Phegley, Lyn
Pykett and Saverio Tomaiuolo—for paving the way forward in my
niche research area, as well as around Victorian popular
literature, culture and gender more broadly. Without these
critics and their work my research just wouldn’t be possible.
What is your favourite work by a Victorian female writer?
I can’t really get around Braddon’s Lady Audley’s Secret (1862)
because it has shaped my life. I first read it in the second year of
my BA and I went on to work on Braddon for my MA and PhD. I
was taught the novel as a student, I’ve taught it to students, and
I’ve hosted it at several public reading groups, and I still think it
is my favourite book that just gets better each time you read it.
The theme of women struggling against their designated social
roles, the development of the pseudo-detective plot and the
impact of developing technologies (like the railways) still
resonate with us today and always create a lively debate.
If you could have three Victorians round for dinner, who would
you have, and why?
As the old adage goes: “one should never meet one’s heroes,”
so I’m going to sidestep meeting Mary Elizabeth Braddon, and
instead say Queen Victoria, Charles Darwin and Oscar Wilde—
who seems to have been a popular choice for everyone asked
so far! I think this mix would provide some much-needed levity,
brevity and antics to liven up any dining room.

In this issue, postgraduate student Carla Danella gives her critical and
fictional book recommendations …
The Crimson Weed (1900)
Christopher St John
Christopher St John (born Christabel Marshall) had a long and varied
career as a journalist, biographer, and as a playwright with the
progressive, avant-garde theatre group, The Pioneer Players. Her
first novel, The Crimson Weed, published in 1900, is part Victorian
Gothic, part Wildean pastiche—with more than a little debt to
Nietzsche. It is well worth recovery and revisiting for her pacy prose,
and often quite moving analysis of
illegitimacy, madness, homosocial desire,
and the pursuit of artistic greatness.
Vita Sackville-West eulogised St John as
one of England’s great eccentrics. This
quirky (but now, sadly, almost completely
unknown) novel firmly established St
John upon that path. My favourite
description from the novel: “Diadem of
sorrow”
Fashioning Sapphism: The Origins of a Modern English
Lesbian Culture
Laura Doan
Laura Doan’s book Fashioning Sapphism
radically alters the understanding of
how what we'd now term "lesbian
lives" came into being and were
understood at the beginning of the 20th
century. It is the sine qua non of queer/
lesbian studies. My only small quibble
is not with the book itself (which I found
to be riveting) but that the font is so
tiny and faintly printed that it was
really difficult to read without my
lorgnette (I suspect this won't be a
problem for students in their 20s) ...

Romantic women’s life writing: Reputation and afterlife
Dr Susan Civale
This book explores how the publication of women's life
writing influenced the reputation of its writers and of
the genre itself during the long nineteenth century.
It provides case studies of
Frances Burney, Mary Hays,
Mary Wollstonecraft and
Mary Robinson, four writers
whose names were caught
up in debates about the
moral and literary respectability of publishing the
“private.”
Focusing on gender, genre and authorship, this study
examines key works of life writing by and about these
women, and the reception of these texts.
(coming March 2019, available for pre-order)
“Women’s Life Writing and Reputation: A Case
Study of Mary Darby Robinson”
Dr Susan Civale
By examining 19th-century responses to the Memoirs of
the Late Mrs. Robinson (1801), this essay argues
Robinson's life writing as
innovative and influential, and
gestures to the benefits of
extending the traditional “edges”
of Romanticism in terms of both
genre and period. Open access
now available in Vol 24 Issue 2
of the Romanticism Journal.

January 2019
Sat 19 Jan

London Nineteenth-Century Studies Seminar Graduate
Conference

Senate House, University of London

February 2019
Mon 4 Feb

Henrietta Leslie

Canterbury Christ Church University
March 2019

Fri 8-Sat 9 Mar

Thanks for Typing: Wives, Daughters, Mothers and
Other Women behind Famous Men

Oxford Centre for Life-Writing, Wolfson College, University of
Oxford

Thurs 21-Fri 22 Mar

Tales of Terror Conference

University of Warwick

Fri 22 Mar

Neo-Victorianism and the Senses: Sensing the Past

University of Surrey

April 2019
Fri 12 Apr

Maritime Spaces, Shows, and the Nineteenth-Century City

University College Cork, Ireland

May 2019
Thurs 30- Fri 31 May

Vernon Lee 2019: An Anniversary Conference

British Institute of Florence, Italy

June 2019
Thurs 6-Sun 9 Jun

Virginia Woolf and Social Injustice International
Conference

Mount St. Joseph University, OH, USA

Fri 7 Jun

Industrial Labour & Literary Culture in the Long
Nineteenth Century

The Finnish Labour Museum Werstas, Tampere, Finland

Fri 7 Jun

Women & the Family in Ireland, 1550-1950

University of Hertfordshire

Thurs 20 Jun

Navigating the Nineteenth Century Institution

University of Leicester

Weds 26 Jun

A Space of their Own: Women, Writing and Place, 18501950

University Centre Shrewsbury

Publication/Conference

Theme

Deadline

Information/Contact

One-Day Conference

Maritime Space, Shows, and the Nineteenth-Century
City (more info)

01/02/2019

300-word abstracts and brief bio to:
Joanna.hofer-robinson@ucc.ie

One-Day Conference

A Space of their Own: Women, Writing and Place, 18501950 (more info)

04/02/2019

500-word proposals to:
Aspaceoftheirown@gmail.com

BAVS 2019 Conference

Victorian Renewals (more info)

01/03/2019

Proposals to: bavs2019@dundee.ac.uk

VPFA 11th Annual
Conference

Mind, Matter(s), Spirit: Forms of Knowledge in Victorian
Popular Fiction and Culture (more info)

01/03/2019

300-word proposals and 50-word bios
to: vpfainfo@gmail.com
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